Arabidopsis thaliana(L.)Heynh.is an excellent model for studies of developmental genetics in plants.We have focused on the developmental genetics of leaf morphogenesis of Arabidopsis and several important processes in leaf morphogenesis have discovered from analyses of mutants in leaf morphology.This review summarizes our current understanding of the genetic mechanisms that regulate the expansion of leaf cells in Arabidopsis.
Introduction
The leaf is a major component of the shoot (Evans and Grover ,1940) and thus,it is a key organ in attempts to understand the control of plant morphology.The morphogenesis of a leaf is a rather complex process , including the division,elongation,and differentiation of cells ,which occur simultaneously throughout the development of the leaf (Avery,1933; Dale , 1988; Maksymowych,1963; Poethig and Sussex ,1985) .This complexity has hindered attempts to understand the basic processes of leaf morphogenesis.
To elucidate the details of leaf morphogenesis,we have chosen a strategy involving mutation analyses,hoping that discrete processes can be identified from the features of mutants with distinct phenotypes.We have focused our efforts on Arabidopsis thaliana(L.)Heynh.which is a good material for studies of leaf morphogenesis since this species has extremely well characterized in terms of its molecular genetics (Meyerowitz and Pruitt,1985) .In this review,we summarize some recent progress towards an understanding of the genetic network that regulates the cell-expansion processes in the leaves of Arabidopsis.Recent progress in studies of the developmental genetics of leaf morphogenesis in dicotyledonous plant has been reviewed elsewhere (Tsukaya,1995 Redei,1962) .The phenotype of the an mutant appears in cotyledons after germination.The number of cells in cotyledons was found to be the same in the wild type and the an mutant.Thus,the narrow phenotype of the cotyledons of the an mutant appeared to be done to a defect in the cell elongation process.To prove this hypothesis,the morphology of epidermal cells in leaf blades was evaluated.Since the morphology of the epidermal cells is complex and the profiles of cells resemble pieces of jigsaw puzzle, evaluation was carried out as follows (Tsukaya et al.,1994) .A grid is placed on the microscopic image of a leaf so that one axis of the grid is parallel to the longitudinal direction of the leaf.The number of boundary lines of a cell that crossed a unit length of the grid in the longitudinal direction was then counted.The average number from fifteen unit sides was taken as the longitudinal factor.A transverse factor was calculated in a similar manner from sides of the grid perpendicular to the sides used to calculate the longitudinal factor.The smaller is this value,the less extensive is the polarity-specific elongation in the direction perpendicular to the first direction.Results of the evaluation of the profiles of epidermal cells by the abovementioned procedure supported the idea that the AN gene acts to cause elongation of cells in the cotyledon in the direction of leaf width specifically (Tsukaya et al.,1994) . As proved by our study of the an mutation,mutational analysis of cotyledonary leaves of Arabidopsis are a powerful tool with which to dissect the roles of leaf-cell elongation processes in leaf morphogenesis. Further studies of this topic are in progress in our laboratory.
The cotyledons are good materials for investigations of leaf morphogenesis.However,since the identity of cotyledons is still unclear (Tsukaya,1995) ,analyses of true leaves are also indispensable.In the an mutant,no defect in cell numbers in leaf blades was observed in the narrow-leaved true leaves.Therefore,to confirm the polarity-specific function of the AN gene,we analyzed paradermal images of mesophyll cells of true leaves(Tsuge et al.,in press).
Paradermal sectioning requires considerable skill since samples are scarcely enough flat for paradermal observations.Moreover,for analyses of paradermal sections,a complete series of sections is a prerequisite. However,the leaves of Arabidopsis are so thin that paradermal images can be obtained directly under a microscope under appropriate optical conditions.The mean factors that hinder paradermal observations are the mac mutant revealed that the increase in leaf area of this mutant is due to an increase in cell volume.Thus,the MAC gene might play a role in suppressing the expansion of leaf cells in wild-type plants. Genetic analysis of this mutation is now in progress.In addition to the above three genes, leaf cell expansion is also regulated by non-leaf-specific genes,such as the ACAULIS1gene. A mutation in this gene causes a defect in the process of expansion of cells in true leaves and floral stems (Tsukaya et al.,1993 Concluding remarks Dissection of the developmental genetics of leaf morphogenesis has just begun in Arabidopsis and some details of leaf development have been revealed,in particular,the mechanisms that control the expansion of leaf cells.In addition to the mutants in leaf-cell expansion,other kinds of leaf-morphological mutants,with defects in the number and/or the distribution of leaf cells,have also been isolated.These leaf-morphological mutants in Arabidopsis should help to enhance our understanding of the genetic network that regulates leaf morphogenesis in plants.
